Proposed international conventions for particle size-selective sampling.
Definitions are proposed for the inspirable (also called inhalable), thoracic and respirable fractions of airborne particles. Each definition is expressed as a sampling efficiency (S) which is a function of particle aerodynamic diameter (d) and specifies the fraction of the ambient concentration of airborne particles collected by an ideal sampler. For the inspirable fraction. SI(d) = 0.5 (1 + e-0.06d). For the thoracic fraction, ST(d) = SI(d)[1 - F(x)], where (formula; see text) F(x) is the cumulative probability function of a standardized normal random variable. For the respirable fraction, SR(d) = SI(d)[1 - F(x)], where gamma = 4.25 microns, sigma = 1.5. International harmonization will require resolution of the differences between the firmly established BMRC [Orenstein, A. J. (1960) Proceedings of the Pneumoconiosis Conference, Johannesburg, 1959, pp. 610-621. A.J. Churchill Ltd, London] and ACGIH [(1985) Particle size-selective sampling in the workplace. Report of the ACGIH Technical Committee on Air Sampling Procedures] definitions of the respirable fraction. The proposed definition differs approximately equally from the BMRC and ACGIH definitions and is at least as defensible when compared to available human data. Several standard-setting organizations are in the process of adopting particle size-selective sampling conventions. Much confusion will be avoided if all adopt the same specifications of the collection efficiencies of ideal samplers, such as those proposed here.